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Abstract 

 The Two-photon Confocal Microscopy (TCM) is a 
new technology which is useful in nondestructive analy-
sis of tissue. However its cell experiment images are 
excessive and difficult for machine processing since the 
low resolution and lots of noise. Thus nowadays such a 
work is mainly done manually and costs a lot of time and 
effort. This paper proposes a cell segmentation algorithm 
for this situation by the local-threshold 2D-tophat which 
is based on the tophat combined with the OTSU and 
Mathematic Morphology. The proposed method uses the 
cell region gradient information to do the cell segmenta-
tion which uses a local-dynamic threshold instead of a 
static one and uses the 2D information only to minimize 
the influences caused by the background and also the 
algorithm complexity. This method has been applied to 
experiment and is proved that the true-positive ratio 
(TPR) can be kept above 85% and false-positive ratio 
(FPR)+miss-positive ratio(MPR) can be kept under 20% 
when compared with the original tophat method that the 
TPR is about 80% and FPR+MPR above 20%. 

1. Introduction 

Automatic analysis of biomedical images becomes 
more and more important since the experiment data in-
crease sharply. In TCM, a new technology which make it  
possible to observe the living cell t issue without destruc-
tion, the observed objects are labeled by fluorescent 
proteins and appear in the experiment image as bright 
circular areas, the rad ius of each is 20 p ixels or so. Fig-
ure 1 is the experiment  sample images of mouse cerebral 
cells. Image segmentation aims to partit ion the image 
into regions homogenous with respect to certain features 
and hopefully correspond to real objects in the actual 
scene [1]. Using machine to do the digital analysis can 
help the biological research support and substantiate its 
corresponding assumed theory. However the experiment 
result data gained by TCM is just grayscale image and 
the image quality is also not adequate because of the low 
resolution. At the same t ime, not like other equipment 
which just deal with the prepared slice  of cell t issue 
sample, since the tissue is alive the thickness of observed 
sample cannot be too thin. Thus besides the observed 
cells there still exist lots of interference from background 
patterns. These influential background patterns may have 
the same gray value or similar shape which leads it im-
possible for traditional methods to do the cell 

segmentation correctly and efficiently. Thus nowadays 
such a kind of statics works is still done manually with 
some specialized tools such as ImageJ. Although the 
ImageJ is a  powerfu l b iological image processing tools, 
obtaining the whole cell information for once experiment 
maybe cost several days by several people since both of 
the cell amount in each image and image amount are not 
small. If the TPR of p rocessing result obatined by 
compurter can reach  up to 90% and the FPR+MPR can  
decrease down to 10%, it will improve the efficiency 
alomost 10 t imes than doing the work only by  human 
according to the evaluation of biological researchers.. 

In this paper, the local-threshold 2D-tophat algorithm, 
based on tophat with OTSU and Mathemat ic Morpholo-
gy and, is introduced to solve such a kind of troublesome 
problem. Firstly, three kinds of Mathematic Morphology 
operation, close operation, tophat operation and dilat ion 
operation, are applied to reduce the noise and enhance 
the cell reg ions. Secondly a local grad ient threshold is 
calculated based on every line of pixels  with OTSU 
threshold after the first step processing. Then the gradi-
ent threshold is applied into the segmentation method 
which will be introduced in detailed in the third section 
of this paper. After this step, a preparative segmentation 
result can be obtained. At last the preparative result will 
be processed in order to remove the superfluous results 
and gain the final segmentation result. 

Figure 1.  Sample Image of mouse cerebral cell 
labeled by fluorescent protein imaged by 
Two-photon Confocal Microscopy (TCM) 
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2D-TOPHAT SEGMENT

CALCULATE DYNAMIC LOCAL THRESHOLD WITH OT

CALCULATE OTSU THRESHOLD(OT)

SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT

NOISE REDUCTION2. Related Research Work 

The cell segmentation is not an old problem since the 
development of computer vision makes it possible to 
observe the live cell quantitatively, which paves the way 
toward mathemat ical modeling of protein kinetics and 
biochemical signaling networks [1]. 

Such a problem can be tackled by some existing algo-
rithms. For example, Voting Based Technique (VBT) [2], 
Watershed Algorithms (WA) [3], Tophat filter (TH) [4], 
[5], Grayscale Opening Tophat Filter (GOTH) [6], [7] 
and so on. All existing method can be divided into two  
categories. The first kind  of category can be called  as 
machine learning based. Another kind can be called as 
processing and threshold based. VBT and WA are  treated 
as the first kind. TH and GOTH are treated as the second 
type. For the first kind of segmentation method, it suffers  
from lots of problem such as unreliable segmentation 
result and high demand for p reprocessing. The VBT may 
gain an unreliable result because when a property re-
ceives votes during the early rounds then more votes are 
tend to be received in the following steps. Although WA 
doesn’t meet such a kind of problem and show a good 
segmentation result, this method is deeply influenced by 
smoothing operation in the in itializat ion stage. For the 
second kind, the cell segmentation workflow is reducing 
the noise at first and then enhancing the useful signals 
finally using a threshold to obtain the final result. How-
ever most such a kind of methods use a static threshold 
to do screening which leads to miss in the segmentation 
result. For other methods which are also using dynamic 
threshold such TH, the interference background patterns 
occurred in current situation influence the segmentation 
result seriously because these interference background 
patterns cannot be decreased by Gaussian filter or other 
smoothing filter easily. Thus such a kind of situation is 
not easy for machine to do the cell segmentation.  

For other related works, the status of observed object 
is almost the same or better but the background is much 
simpler. This makes the segmentation is not necessary to 
concern a lot about interference from background and 
this is also the reason why the final TPR can reach up to 
95% or much h igher but under situation discussed in this 
paper the TPR cannot reach 80% and the FPR also above 
20%. 

3. Local-threshold 2D-tophat Cell Seg-
mentation Algorithms 

Since the gray grad ient of cell reg ion for each reg ion 
in the image is different, it  cannot gain a good cell seg-
mentation result with a uniform threshold. The 
application of dynamic local threshold, which is calcu-
lated based on the OTSU threshold and gray value of 
each line of pixel in the image, is applied  to solve such a 
kind of problem. At the same time using 2D information, 
which means just using the gray informat ion of the 
x-axis and y-axis, decreases the segmentation algorithm 
complexity and influence from the background. The 
proposed cell segmentation algorithm is based on the 
tophat algorithm but just using the 2D information bene-
fits a lot for this. Also during the preprocessing step, a 

mathematic morphology (MM) tophat operation is ap-
plied to reconstruct the image in order to decrease 
influence of the background. At the same t ime, in order 
to make the image become better to segment the choos-
ing of MM open and close operation elements are also 
targeted. The flow of proposed method, local-threshold 
2D-tophat algorithm, is shown as the figure 2.  

3.1. Noise Reduction and Signal Enhancement 
Just like others related works, the first step for cell 

segmentation is also noise reducing. Here MM close 
operation is applied to remove some macula  in the inner 
of a cell reg ion which may influence the cell segmenta-
tion result in the following segmentation steps  greatly. 
The parameter fo r MM close operation is a 3*3 pixels 
cross structure element which is applied 3 t imes since the 
macula usually appears as vertical or horizontal line and 
size is around 3 p ixels . After this Noise reduction, MM 
tophat is used to reconstruct the cell image in order to 
minimize the interference from background as much as 
possible because the cell regions are reconstructed fast 
than the background. Here, we use a 10*10 pixels ellipse 
structure element to do 2 times operation, which is the 
average cell rad ius and is init ialized art ificially for image 
samples of different cells . After this step, although the 
cell region can be reconstructed, it still shrinks. Thus a 
MM dilation operation is applied  to recover the cell size. 
At the same time, some too small cells are also enlarged 
in order to detect them out. The parameter for MM dila-
tion is 5*5 pixels eclipse structure element. Dilat ion 
operation is just done once and then the image under 
being segmented is obtained. 

3.2. Calculate local gradient threshold of each 
pixel line with OTSU 

OTSU is proposed in [9] which is based on discrimi-
nant analysis. With this algorithm the pixel of image is 
divided into two classes �� = {0,1, … , p} and �� =
{�, � + 1, … , � − 1} at � levels grayscale. According to 
the [9], ��

	 denotes the between-class variance. Then 
with  

��
	 = 
�
� (����)	 

an optimal threshold can be calculated by maximizing 
this formula. �  denotes the probability of occurrence of 
grey-level i and is defined as: 

Figure 2.  The operation flow of local-threshold 
2D-tophat 
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n is the total pixel numbers and �  is the number of pix-
el in grey-level i. Also other parameters are defined as 
followed: 
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When ��
	 increase to the maximum, the correspond-

ing t becomes the threshold. Then the gray value �� , 
which is the average value of those that are larger than 
the t during the current p ixel line, is used to calculate the 
gradient g with t. g is defined as: 

� =
�� − �

10
 

The 10 is the average radius which can be set manually  
according to the different types of cell samples. 

Since the ��  fo r d ifferent pixel line is  d ifferent, vari-
ational g is applied. Thus the threshold can be treated as 
dynamic and local. Th is avoids the case that some cell 
region cannot be detected by just using the static thresh-
old. After this step the gradient of cell existing areas is 
obtained. 

3.3. Local-threshold 2D-tophat algorithm 
 After a series of operation exp lained in 3.1 and 3.2 

section, the image under being segmented is obtained. 
Then the following algorithm is applied to segment the 
image in order to detect the cell exist regions. 

Firstly, a  median  filter is used to process the image 
gray data matrix for x-axis and y-axis  direct ion separate-
ly. That is to say two processed images are obtained 
which contain the corresponding direction processing 
information.  

Secondly, calcu late the difference between each pair 
of neighbor pixels for horizontal-information image  and 
vertical-information image. Using P��  denotes the 
grayscale value in corresponding position (m, n) of the 
image. This step is expressed as followed: 

�� = �
�	� − ��� ⋯ ��� − �(���)�

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
�	� − ��� ⋯ ��� − �(���)�

$ 

�% = �
��	

& − ���
& ⋯ ��	

& − ���
&

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
���

& − ��(���)
& ⋯ ���

& − �� (���)
&
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Then such two matrixes can be got which stand for the 
difference of x-axis and y-axis direct ions. After this a 
filter is used to remove the values which suddenly be-
come below zero when comparing with their neighbors, 
which can be expressed as  ('�  denotes one difference 
value in simple line arrange): 

*- '� �� > 0, '�.� > 0, '� < 0 

/234 '� =
'� �� + '�.�

2
 

For the above matrix, the values of the ��  is just 
processed horizontally and �%  is the same, corre-
sponding y-axis direction values.  

After all the above processing, the difference matrixes 
are used to do the segment from the x-axis and y-axis 
direction separately. First the values of matrix are 
scanned by each line separately. When continuous five 
plus values are found the fifth value is recorded. When 
the next minus value is met, the gradient is calculated. If 
it is larger than the local-threshold �, this is recorded as 
a strong rising edge. The start value point and high-value 
point are also recorded. Then the corresponding falling 
edge is checked out if existed, which is constituted by at 
least fine continuous five minus values and the gradient 
with high-value point is  also larger than �. These are 
expressed simply as followed: 
*- '� , ⋯ ,'� .6 > 0 �ℎ8� 98:;9? �ℎ8 '� .6 

'� , ⋯ , '� .� > 0; '� .�.� < 0 ⟶ BC� =
�� .�.� − ��

� + 1
 

*- BC� > � ⇒ E�9;�� 9�F��� 8?�8 
��99;98 ?�8 ;G F�9;��  9�F���  8?�8  
⇔ E�9;�� GI����� 8?�8  

After the corresponding strong rising and falling edge 
are decided, the width of interval between them is calcu-
lated. If the width is larger than 20p ixel, this interval 
informat ion, the coordinate values of start, high and end 
points, are recorded.  If the area is two large, it is di-
vided averagely by each part  that is at least large than 20 
pixels. Using the operation flow to scan the difference 
data matrixes, the cell region data set is  obtained. 

3.4. Merge and Screen the Segmentation result 
After operation described in section 3.3, the cell re-

gions can be obtained. Then the data is labels with white 
color in a  black image which is in the same size with  the 
original cell image. Some lines without polymerizing 
area are ignored. For the lines which polymerize into 

Figure 3.  Segmentation simulation results 
comparison. The left two images are obtained by 
the 2D-tophat methods. The right two images are 

obtained by the original tophat method in [8]. 
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areas, the gaps of area are filled. Then the centroid of 
each area is calculated. Then final results is obtained. 

4. Experiment Result 

This algorithms is simulated with the sample images 
which are displayed in the figure 1 of the section one and 
the background truth is obtained by the biology experts. 
The figure 3 shows some comparison samples of the 
final segmentation result with the tophat algorithms de-
scribed in [8]. According to the images, it’s found that 
the tophat algorithms cannot deal with the background 
noise effectively, which  leads to influence the simulat ion 
results greatly. Although the tophat bases on the same 
algorithms principle  as the proposed method of this pa-
per and in  [8] is also given a simulation results, but since 
the observed objects status of this paper isn’t good 
enough like the one in [8] that the objects are the spots. 
In this paper, the observed objects are approximate cir-
cular area. At the same t ime, the background in [8] is not 
very complex. Thus this algorithm doesn’t work very  
well under the image status of this paper which is also 
found in the table 1.1 and 1.2, the simulation results of 
2D-tophat and original tophat method. The table 2 is 
corresponding true-positive ratio (TPR)  false-positive 
ratio (FPR) and miss-positive ratio comparison between 
the 2D-tophat and original tophat method . 

 
Table 1. 1 Local-threshold 2D-tophat simulation result 
Sample No. Total Right Wrong Miss 

1 11 11 0 0 
2 45 40 4 5 
3 103 92 13 9 
4 78 67 8 6 

 
Table 1. 2 The original tophat simulation result 

Sample No. Total Right Wrong Miss 
1 11 11 0 0 
2 45 40 12 4 
3 103 82 18 21 
4 78 60 8 10 

(Total denotes the cell number according to the background truth. 
Right denote the right cell number. Wrong denote the cell wrong num-
ber. Miss denote the miss cell number) 

 
Table 2 The comparison of TPR, FPR and MPR be-

tween local-threshold 2D-tophat and Original tophat 
Sample 

No. 
LT2D Original tophat 

TPR FPR MPR TPR FPR MPR 

1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
2 0.88 0.08 0.11 0,88 0.26 0.08 
3 0.89 0.12 0.08 0.80 0.17 0.20 
4 0.86 0.1 0.08 0.77 0.10 0.13 

 

TPR, FPR and MPR are defined as: 
TPR = Right/Total  

FPR = Wrong /Total  
MPR = Miss/Total 

According to the table 2, it’s observed that the lo-
cal-threshold 2D-tophat method keeps the TPR above 85% 
and the FPR+MPR below 20%. The TPR of o rig inal 

tophat algorithm is just around 80% and FPR+MPR 
keeps above 20%. And for the four kinds of image sam-
ples, which  are one image contained a few of cells, one 
image contained normal amount of cells, one image con-
tains lot of cells and one image contained many blurry  
cell. For these representative situations, local-threshold 
2D-tophat works as stably as expected 

5. Conclusion 

This paper shows a cell segmentation algorithm for 
the TCM Image. As the proposed method in  this paper is 
based on the tophat algorithm, it can deals with the situa-
tion that the background isn’t able to remove by several 
steps thoroughly. Since the cell local information, that 
the gradient of cell reg ion is larger than others, is used to 
do the cell segmentation, the proposed method is also 
robust under different situations. In the simulation the 
proposed method shows above 85% TPR. At the same 
time the MPR + FPR is kept under 20%, which is better 
than the situation of original tophat method that  TPR is 
below 80% and MPR + FPR is above 20%. Although it’s 
not achieve the desired result (above 90% TPR, below 
10%FPR+MPR), it ’s more practical than the other 
methods under the TCM image situation. 
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